Chisel paste 4759: Hazard labelling no longer required!
Your customers want products that are not
only high-performance, but also easy to
use. One of the decisive factors is hazard labelling: The fewer danger symbols marked
on a product, the safer and easier it is for
the user to handle. That is precisely what
we have achieved with our Chisel paste
4759: It is no longer necessary to label the
product as a hazardous substance — even
with the same product formulation!
Why is hazard labelling no longer required?
Previously, it was necessary to label Chisel
paste 4759 as a water pollutant due to the
copper powder it contained. The basis for
this was the classification of the individual
components according to their toxicological properties. When considered as a raw
material in isolation, the copper powder in
particular is a water pollutant.

New toxicological studies—carried out by
Institut Fresenius—have now confirmed
that, once part of the finished product, the
copper powder is no longer as hazardous
as in its original form, which would require
labelling.
What does this mean for you?
You will now receive our Chisel paste
4759 without hazard symbols and hazard
statements. As a result of the revaluation,
the water hazard class will be reduced
from 3 to 1; in addition to this, the product
will no longer be classified as a hazardous
material. This relaxes the requirements for
handling the product and opens up new application possibilities for your customers.
We have not made any changes to the
product itself, or its composition. You can
continue to provide your customers with
Chisel paste 4759, with the confidence that
it is still a special paste of first-class quality.

A wide variety of applications
Our high-performance products reliably
support your customers in a wide variety
of applications and application fields from
different sectors, such as construction and
civil engineering, agriculture and forestry,
bearing technology, mechanical engineering and the steel industry. Chisel paste
4759 can be used to lubricate components
such as the plug tools and wear bushings of
hydraulic and pneumatic hammers.
We are there for you
Do you have any questions regarding the
lifting of labelling requirements for Chisel
paste 4759? If so, please do not hesitate to
contact us. Your Siebert expert Hans van
Gerwen will be happy to help you.
Contact:
gerwen@siebertgmbh.com
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